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$4 billion
student aid
cut app roved
BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE
Asst. News Editor

The U.S. Senate, in response to Republican Party budget proposals, has
recently approved a $4 billion . cut in
federal student aid. The figure is part of
a total $10 billion in cuts proposed by
Republicans and will make it more difficult for college students and their parents to receive loans and grants, according to President William Cotter.
Nearl y half of the country's 15 million college students today obtain student loans to help pay for their education, according to^the Sallie Mae corporation , the nation's largest holder of
Federal Family Education Loans. Republicans have proposed to cut more
than $10 billion from federal student
aid.
Since the 1994 Republican "revolution,"the party has planned bud get cuts
in many areas of social policy, including education, health care and environment. President Clinton has pledged to
veto any cuts in social policy, including
education, according to Director of Financial Aid Lucia Whittelsey.
Senator Pete Domenici of New
Mexico, Republican chairman of the
Budget Committee, said that the Republican proposal is an attemp t to negotiate with Democrats to restore a balanced economy. The Republicans hope
to pass a bud get bill which will eliminate the federal deficit, reduce the role
of government and provide $245 billion
in tax cuts over the next seven years.
The recent Congressional Reconciliation Bill, which would restore loan
grace periods and reduce parent loan
interest rates, would also impose a .85
percent tax increase on individual colleges, relevant to the amount of money
which their students borrow. Colby students currentl y borrow $4.1 million, according to Whittelsey. The approval of
the Reconciliation Bill would result in
approximately $35,000 in taxes paid by
Colby.
"That's two or three fewer scholarships Colby would be able to award,"
said Whittelsey.
One of the most crucial areas of debate, according to Whittelsey, concerns
direct lending. Colby participates in direct lending, a process in which student
loans come directl y from the governm ent , rather than from separate banks.
Direct lending allows students to repay
loans qu icker ,receive money earlier and
experience fewer delays.
"It's much more convenient," said
Cotter. The direct lending program is
run by the governm ent a n d is under
consi deration f or reduct ion by Congress.
see STAFFORDLOANon page 4

Gephard t addresses aid cut s
BY KOL HARVEY
Staff Writer

President of the Colby Democrats Emmett
Beliveau's prediction that the Save Student
Aid rally would be the "premiere event of
Family Weekend" proved accurate. Parents
and students filled the Page Commons Room
in the Student Union Saturday to hear U.S.
House of Representatives Minority Leader
Richard Gephardt address the College.
Throughout his speech Gephardt,
Missouri's third district representative,
stressed the importance of higher education
in America, detailing its effect on the economic futureof the country.Healso addressed
the federal budget, falling growth and productivity rates and student loans.
Gephardt 's speech was preceeded by remarks from Colby President William Cotter
and Maine's second district representative,
John Baldacci, as well as by student speakers.
Gephardt began his speech by saying that
"there is not a country in the world that has
such a rich mix of public and private [educational] institutions as the United States." He
linked higher education with the nation's
current economic status. Calling the United
States the "largest and most diverse country
in the world," Gephardt outlined the nation's
historical ideal of equal opportunity for all,
regardless of background. According to
Gephardt, this ideal has lost much of its relevancy as "a lot of young people in
America...do not believe it."
He said that the reason for such disbelief
stems from the fact that "over the past 20
years, income in middle America has either
stuck in place or fallen behind." Gep hardt
blamed the fall of average productivity from
2 percent to 1 percent and growth from 3.5
percent to 2.5 percent over the last 20 years for
a loss of $12 trillion.
While he offered no specific solutions to
the decline in productivity and economic
growth, Gephardt cited the importance of
balancing the budget in a "way that does not
impact negatively our ability to re-ignite this
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U.S. House minority leader Richard Gephardt addresses the Colhy community.
growth. He called increased economic
growth "essential in eradicating the federal
budget deficit of over $4 trillion."
To balance the budget, Gephardt emphasized the need not to "rush pell mell into cuts
in...student loans," currently set by the Republican platform at $10 billion to $17 billion
over a seven year period.
Justif ying the loans, Gephardt mentioned
that American businesses are now competing
with underdeveloped nations where people
with high-quality high school educations
work for as little as $1.50 a day. In order to
compete and to maintain America's standard
of living, Gephardt stressed the need to "give
our workers the mental capability that allows
us to... produce 20 to 50 times more per hour"
by investing in education.
Receiving cheers from the audience,

Gephardt announced President Clinton s
proclamation that "if the budget stayed the
way it is, with the cuts in education...hewould
veto it."
Cotter welcomed Baldacci and Gephardt
to Colby. Cotter, who has served on the National Committee on Post-Secondary Education, said he was pleased to note that the
Democratic Party, including Gephard t,
Clinton and the 103rd Congress, accepted all
of the ideas of that committee's 1993 report.
Cotter also explained that the current Congress is attempting to undo many of those
proposals and encouraged listeners to "remember the historical role of the federal government in making education available to
all."
Baldacci outlined the need to "be sure
see GEPHARDT on page 3

Spotlight celebrates U.N/S 50th
BY RENEE LAJUENESSE

international peace and security?" Lyons
asked.He spoke about the frequency of U.N.
Staf fWr i t er
intervening in peacekeeping, and said that
there are some 16 peacekeeping operations
The United Nations' 50th anniversary was
occurring in the world right now. He stressed
the topic of last Thursday'sSpotlight Lecture.
the importance of learning lessons from all
Speaking on the subject 50 years and one day
"Th e United States is a
the past instances of intervention, ranging
after the founding of the United Nations was
deadbeat because we
from the present situation in Bosnia to the
Gene Lyons, professor of government at
Gulf
War to incidents that occurred 40 to 50
Dartmouth College and a member of the U.N.
now owe $1.25 billion to
years ago.
Reconstruction Agency.
the
United
Nations.
"
Lyons also spoke about the charter of the
Lyons began the discussion by proclaim—Gene Lyons
U.N. as being more than just "an instrument
ing that "the United States is a deadbea t befor setting up a particular organization with
cause we now owe $1.25billion to the United
however,
an off ice in New York, a secretary, and a
Nations." He went on to suggest that every- different genders—all in one way,
one in the audience write to their respective part of a whole."Down deep, he said,nations bureaucracy."
"It's a fra mework for a whole set of intersenators to urge that the U.S. should pay its know of our dependence on each other and
we
can
together,
locking
arrangements for dealing not only
that our real problem is how,
dues.
with conflicts among the nation states of the
Lyons also referred to a p hotograph wh ich manage our affa irs.
One of the major topics th at Lyons ad- world but even more so by provid ing a
recently appeared in the New York Times of
h
d
ressed
was that of international peacekeep- mechanism for dealing with the common
the members ofthe U.N., saying that al th oug
problems that we all have." According to
each person in the picture appeared small , ing and security.
"What is the role of the United Nat ions in see ANNIVERSARY
on page 4
the ensemble in reality is very large.
"That picture seemed to me in some ways
to be a kind of symbol of the world and the
way it is — different people, different cultures, different colors, different nationalities,

Stii-Aforms Diversity Grow
BY CARMEN SPEAR

Phi Beta Kappa scholarship
award winners announced

The Colby chapter of Phi Beta Kappa presented its Undergraduate
Scholarship Award to four students on Saturday, Oct. 28. Colby has the
second oldest Phi Beta Kappa chapter in Maine. Each year, chapter
members select two outstanding students from the sophomore and
junior classes as recipients of this award. This year's recipients are
Heide M. Girardin '97,NoahT. Owen-Ashley '97, Brigette E. Krantz '98
and Emilie C. Archambeault '98. (AB)

Sugarloaf open for earlyseason downhill skiing

Sugarloaf/USA, the prime skiing destination for Colby students,
opened for the 1995-96 season Monday with one trail and two lifts in
operation. The ski area's snowmaking crew has taken advantage of
recent cold weather to cover the Spillway trail with man-made snow.
The trail iscurrently open to experts only and there remain areas which
are not fully covered. On Sept. 16 Sugarloaf became the first resort in
the east ever to make snow that early in the season, and intensive
snowmaking operations will continue as the weather permits.
Sugarloaf has also made up-to-the-minute trail condition and
weather reports available via the Internet. Written reports and pictures
of skiing conditions are up dated daily on the Sugarloaf home page,
which can be accessed via the World Wide Web, with programs such
as Netscape and Mosaic, at http://www.sugarloaf.com/. (DM)
-
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Chris Sullivan '97, president of
Johnson Commons, said that the
group will look at all aspects of diverWith the construction of the Pugh sity at Colby,but will be concentratCenter and the focus on ing on the diversity that already exits
muiticulturalism, diversity seems to on campus. Areas of specific interest
be one of the most frequently used
The pur pose of th e
wordsatColby thesedays.In response
to increasing concerns over diversity Diversity Group is <cto
at Colby,Presidents'Council recently
get a better
approvedthecreation of a newDiversity Group to discuss such issues on under standing of what
campus.
diversity means. "
Accordingto Student Association,
—Tom Ryan , Stu-A
(Stu-A)President TomRyan '96, "the
president
idea is to get 14 people to take an
unbiased look at diversity at Colby
and give a report."This group willbe to the; group are the minority retencomposed of seven students and tion rate, increasing awareness and
seven faculty members who will ex- support for minority students and
amine diversity at Colby,reporting to attracting a diverse student body to
each department, club and campus the campus. Any issues related to or
organization to solicit their thoughts affecting diversity will be discussed,
and opinions as well as to examine according to Sullivan.
ThepurposeoftheDiversityGroup
what each has done about campus
diversity issues. A report will then be is "to get a better understanding of
given to the entire Colby community whatdiversitymeans,becauseitmeans
and to the Board of Trustees, accord- many different things to different
ing to Ryan.
people,and to work with the commu-
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Nick Wright '98 is hoping to
become the first Colby student to
be elected to the Waterville City
Council. Wright's opponent is Republican Dr. Bruce Olsen, who has
been a Waterville resident for the
past 23 years.
The position on the council is to
represent Ward 3, comprised of
Colb y College, Mayflower Hill
Drive and a few adjacent roads.
Ward 3 contains approximately
1,500 registered voters.
"I'm running for City Council
to try and strengthen the relationship between Colby and the town
of Waterville" said Wright. "Both
have a lot to offer the other."
According to Wright, he wants
to keep his campaign bipartisan
and he has not stepped forth on
Waterville issues.
Olsen said he plans to focus his
campaign on regionalization. "The
concept of regionalization is real
important to us," said Olsen. He
also said he hoped to bring
Waterville and the surrounding
towns together on issues like recycling and improving the fire department.
Olsen wants to work on improving the downtown Waterville area,

to analyze what a strong downtown means and what it can produce.
Olsen discussed the possibility
of a charter commission to look at
streamlining the government so
things get done easily and without
friction.

"Waterville is our

home now; we live
here for nine month s
of the year. "
-Nick Wri ght '98
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Withdrawal from social activities. Excessive anger.
These could be the first warning signs of a mental illness.
Unfortunately, most of us don't recognize the signs.
Which is tragic. Because mental illness can be treated.
In fact, 2 out of 3 people who get help, get better.
For a free booklet about mental illness , call tlie
National Mental Health Association:

1-800-969-NMHA .
Learn to se6 the warning signs.

tered to vote in Maine.
"A significant number of students registered which shows responsibility of students toward
community," said Olsen.
"That has definitel y helped my
campaign. Everything's all on the
same ballot,"said Wright. "The interest the campus has taken in this
issue is a good example of how
Colby and Maine are linked. Maine
government makes a difference on
how we live and work."
Wright was involved in student
government in high school in Connecticut and is presently serving as
hall president of Marriner.
Olsen has been the Maine representative of the American Speech
and Hearing Association and has
been involved with the FDA.
Both parties feel they have
something special to offer the
Waterville community. According
to Olsen,he has the life experiences
and . a fresh approach which will
bring new issues to the council.
"This isn't just some lark. I'm
not joking around and this really is
a good candidacy," said Wright.
Olsen will be speaking tonight
at 7 p.m. in Lovejoy 207. His talk is
being sponsored by the Colby Republicans.
The election for Waterville City
Council will be held November

Like Wright, Olsen wants to
help improve relations between
Waterville and Colby.
"Waterville is our home now;
we live here for nine months out of
the year," said Wright. "For most
people, they've moved out of their
parents'home and they won't move
back. They 're residents of
Waterville for at least four years."
"I consider myself a Maine resident and I'm registered to vote
here," Wright said.
Because of the recent publicity
concerning Question One, many
Colby students — about 400, according to Wright—are also regis- 7.Q
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Mental illness has warnin g signs, too.

nity/ said Ryan. .
The idea for the creation of this
group came from Brian Raffetto '95
and Josh Woodfork '97,last year'sStuA president andTvice-president, but
Was modified by Ryan and current
Stu-A members to respond to the
community's current needs.
"I think [theDiversity.Group] is a
really excellent idea," said Sullivan.
"The only issue I have with it is that
whenyoutalkaboutdiversityatColby,
it always seemsto meanjust the color
of skin. There is a lot of diversity here
at Colby,and hopefully this groupcan
use the diversity that already exists
here to plan different types of events
and ideas. Maybe this group canbring
this out in people."
Stu-Awelcomesall students interestedinjoining the Diversity Group to
call x3342 or to send a note via e-mail
to stua@colby.edu. According to
Ryan, if there is a lack of interest in
group membership, Stu-A will look
for people who have been active on
diversity issues at Colby in the past to
take part in this new effort to better
understand diversity at Colby.?
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Railroad Square Cinema
Waterville • 873-6526
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School bus/train collision
kills 5 in Chicago
On the morning of Oct. 25, a Chicago school bus was struck by a
train traveling approximately 70 mph. Five students died and over 30
were injured on impact. According to the Chicago Metro Commuter
Line,this is the worst accident that the 21-year-old train service has ever
had. The collision occurred when the bus stopped at a traffic light. The
back third of the vehicle remained on the train tracks, with the crossing
gates raised, when the train came charging down the tracks. There was
not enough distance for the train to come to a stop before it struck the
bus.

United Nations celebrates
50th birthday

On Oct. 24, fifty years after its 1945 establishment, members of the
United Nations made a unanimous pledge to revise the original charter. The new declaration aims to make the U.N. more efficient and more
responsive to world crises. Much deliberation was needed in order to
obtain unanimous approval of the seven-page document, as almost
every paragraph required a lengthy dispute. Although a final product
was indeed produced, it is conspicuously vague on details of the
original charter.

Echo photo by Memtt Duff
The Colby Sounds of Gospel.

Gospel choir sings out
BY EMILY LAPPEN
Staff Writer

Two years ago an informa l gospel choir was started at Colby,
but it was not until this fall that
The Colby Sounds of Gospel was
recognized as a club.
To the members of the club/
gospel is "a central part of American music that wasn't represented
[at Colby] before," said Tanitra
Orr '96, a member of the club's
executive-Board. •
•*
"When I Was a prospective, one
of the questions [I asked my] host
was if they had a gospel choir,"
said Melissa Geathers '97]. "One
of my goals coming here then was
to start a gospel choir at Colby
before I graduated. I thought it
was reall y important. I had a
strong tie to my community and
my church because of their choir."

"It feels good to have something you reall y believe in; it helps
you through your week. Its a musical experience you just can't forget," said Geathers.
In the past the gospel choir has
sung at the Service of Carols and
Lights, Easter services and for
Black History Months according
to Geathers..This year the group
hopes to expand its activities.
There is speculation of a gospel
invitational, for which the choir
would anvite choirs, from' other
schools as well as church choirs.
Currently they are only scheduled to perform at the Service of
Carols and Lights, but according
to Orr, "we hope to have a performance before that,but we are still
developing our repertoire."
"Hopefull y people will hear
us and want to join ," said
Geathers.Q

There are currently about 25
people involved in the choir. Rehearsals are held for two hours
every Sunday afternoon. "We welcome people from all different religious and musical backgrounds," said Orr.
"There is a different experieveryone that
ence ; ft> r
participates,"Chera Rodgers '98
said. According to Rodgers, who
has been a part of a gospel choir
most of her life, "it gives the Colby
community the opportunity to experience different types of song,
other than the traditional [music]
you hear at Colby. It's a different
type of music."
"I love the music. I love all
music, any type," said Orr, who
felt that by creating this club she
is giving something to the Colb y
community. "This music comes
from my soul."

GEPHARDT, continued from p age 1 —
[students] get the best education.
He said that institutions such as
Colby are "where we are getting
the technology of tomorrow from
this cyberspace — oriented generation ."He encouraged voters to
look past the "catchy slogans and
sound bites [and] research the issues on your own."
Student Association (Stu-A)
Vice President Tina Goudreau '98
outlined her reliance on financial
aid, calling it "a very important
part of [her] life" which is never
far from her mind. Goudreau, a
first generation college student in
her family,, was "more worried
about the [tuition] bill than getting accepted" when she applied
lo Colby. She called the college
choice "a big reflection on your

95 school year. Beliveau said that
the nation "must not balance the
budget on the backs of its students. Our goal as a nation should
be to provide students from all
classes with a decent education. "
"Peop le like Gephardt and
Baldacci need to know what the
students are sayingand tha t cutting
student aid is not the direction we
want to head," said Danny Bolduc
'99.
"I'm glad to know that there
are some people who are actually
working for us,"said Andrea
Wooley '99.
Lois Steriger '96 said, , "I enjoyed learning about the economic
aspect of student aid and the encouragement for students to get
involved in politics. "Q

personality" and stressed that "financial aid diversifies the student
body."
Adult college student Russell
Anderson, who relies heavily on
federal grants and loans in order to
afford his University of Maine education, praised federal financial aid
and grants for his escape from a life
of "flipping hamburgers and welfare checks" after his delivery business failed. Appealing to the hearts
of the audience, Anderson pleaded
"if there was ever a time to educate
America it is now folks, it is now."
Also present,were presidents of
Democratic groups from Bates,
Bowdoin ' and Colby. In his brief
address, Beliveau pointed out that
Colby students received $4.9 million in federal funding in the 1994-
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Venezuelan horse plague
spreads to humans

A plague ori ginating in Venezuela has returned to claim more
victims after nearl y 20 years of dormancy. It began as a disease
which affected only donkeys and horses, but was soon transmitted
to the human population via mosquitoes. The tragic circumstance
surrounding the outbreak is that vaccines had alread y been developed to treat and prevent the encephalitis virus. Intended for use as
a form of biological warfare, the disease was employed by Soviets
and Americans as a powerful maritime weapon. The lack of immediate alarm and alert to the disease resulted in the rapid spread to
other humans.
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Senate passes Republican
tnidget cuts
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On Oct. 27, the Republican budget passed the Senate by a vote of 52
to 47. President Clinton has vowed to veto the spending cuts and tax
reductions detailed within the plan and is willing to default on the
nation's debts rather than cut social spending. The Republican party
does not have enough votes to override the veto, thus indicating the
likelihood of another budget plan attempt later this fall. The House
approved a similar measure which proposes a balanced bud get through
cuts in Medicare and Medicaid, welfare, education, agriculture and
nearly every sector of the budget, except defense spending, to be
completed by the year 2002.
Compiled by Melissa Gerbi from the New York Times and the Boston
Globe, October 25-28.
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"If we're forced out of direct
lending," said Cotter, "all money
will come frombanks. The Republicans are trying to favor the banks.
It will cost [Colby] to provide [its
students] with the same
services...and the Senate is still trying to cut funding further. If
passed, [the cuts] will impose a
tremendous burden upon students
and their families."
The U.S. Department of Education has recently enacted an experiment in which colleges are f ree

to tailor the way in which they deliver financial aid to their students.
The first phase excuses participating colleges from certain statutory
and regulatory requirements, permitting the colleges to use innovative strategies designed to better
meet their students' needs.
The project will allow schools
greater flexibility in informing students about loan repayment obligations, making loan funds available to students, calculating student cost of attendance and help-

ANNIVERSARY
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Echo p hoto by Merritt Duff
The sight most frequently seen during Family Weekend.
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Lyons, peacekeeping is something
that was born out of the U.N. and
was not included in the original
charter 50 years ago.
There are presently five members — the "permanent five" who
emerged after World War . II —
which comprise the Security Council of the U.N., along with 10 other
members, according to Lyons. He
predicted a 20 member council in
the near future. .
Recent polls have shown that 70
to 80 percent of Americans consistently think that the United States
should support the U.N., according
to Lyons.
"There is a sense that the Ameri_-T_.-__._ TT .. rP .^ . -..___—,
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can people really want the United
Nations to succeed," he said.
According to Lyons, what individuals and members of not only
the United States but also of this
world should be doing on the 50th
anniversary of the United Nations
is not complaining about what the
U.N. has done wrong, but rather
focusing on what the U.N. has done
right.
"We should be saying 'What are
the lessons to be learned? What has
gone right? Why, for example, is
Namibia now independent and
there was no violence?'" Lyonssaid.
"What can we learnfrom this for the
future?"Q

ing students arrange to pay for
their education. According to U.S.
Secretary of Education Richard
Riley, the plan is part of an effort
to reduce administrative burdens
and costs on the nation's colleges
and universities.
Progress has also been made
through efforts by student campaigns, said Cotter. "It's a very
dynamic area. Education funding
should be expanding because the
student population is expanding.
But it's not the end of the fight. "?
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is now accepting applications for the following editorial
positions for second semester:
•Managing Editor
•News Editor
•Features Editor
•Opinions Editor
•Sports Editor
•Arts and Entertainment Editor
•Assistant Editors
The Echo is also looking for students to fill the following staff positions:
•Photographers
•Layout Assistants
•Ad Representitives
•Ad Designers
•Writers (all sections)
Applications may be picked up from the envelope on
the door of the Echo production office in the basement of
Roberts. At least two writing samples are required for
most editorial positions. Applications are due on Friday
November 17, 1995 by 5 p.m. Start thinking about it
now! Editorial positions are paid. Previous newspaper
experience is helpful. Call Dave or Erin at x3349 with
any questions, or e-mail echo@colby.edu .

The Echo: a proud tradition since 1877
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Spa atmosphere distracts from entertainment
LARRY BENESH
A&EEditor
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Echo photo by Stephanie Crawford
Alyssa Hughes '98, Niki Skinneman '96, Liz Baker '97 , sing "Lollipop ** to an
'
unsuspecting visitor.

For the second week in a row, the Spa
proved to be an unsuitable place for a large
concert. On Oct 19, Ellis Paul struggled to
make himself heard over the sounds of pool
balls and the microwave. Friday night,before
an overwhelming Family Weekend crowd,
three Colby singing groups performed in the
poor acoustic atmosphere.
The result was not without bright moments, but both the singers and the crowd
suffered from the packed and chaotic Spa
setting.
The Blue Lights were the first group to
perform. Composed largely of underclassmen, the group of 11male singers performed
five numbers. They sounded strongest in the
lower range notes and when they sang as an
ensemble. Most of the problems came on the
higher pitches and during the solos. Their
best moment was the gospel tune "Climbing
Up the Mountain."
The Colbyettes had similar difficulties.
Their complicated backgrounds were all
solid,but sometimes the soloists and the rest
of the group did not seem to meet on pitch
and projection was at times weak. After the

first few songs and the difficult Cranberries'
time "Dreams ,"their performance picked up
for a strong finish. They did not miss on the
crowd pleasing "Lollipop, " and Liz Baker '97
sounded convincing on "Son of a Preacher
Man. "
The Colby Eight gave the most confident
and polished performance of the evening.
They jokingly called themselves "The Colby
Twenty" during their introductions because
of the large number of singers, and they
sounded solid throughout their six songs.
"Mood Indigo " was their standard opener,
and "Stray Cats Strut " came complete with
sunglasses. The harmonies were there on
"Water Runs Dry." Their closer, "Row, Row,
Row," was a choreographed and humorous
ensemble finish.
Unfortunately,the setting took away much
from all three performances. Those fortunate
enough to secure seats in the lower level had
to deal with cold temperatures and one man's
insistence on keeping one of the doors to the
patio closed. There were dozens of people on
the patio attempting to listen, and the rest of
the doors were open. This man's insensitivity
not only blocked many of those people'sviews
and limited their listening capabilities,but he
see CONCERT on p ag e 11

Colby Orchestra Photo club displays
thrills families in work at Coffeehouse

Lorimer Chapel
BY JUDY RING

currentl y performs with the
Carnegie-Mellon Trio, and teaches
Contributing Writer
masterclasses in Maine, Greece,
The fourth performance of this Canada, and Italy.
The piece combined the low
year's Colby Concert Series featured works from the early nine- notes of the cello with beautiful
teenth and twentieth centuries in woodwind lines. Soft , piercing
two breathtaking stretches of mu- clarinet and oboe calls brought in a
sic. The Colby Symphony Orches- quieter melodic section by the
tra performed Dohnanyi's strings.The few pauses of melod y
"Konzertstuc kFor 'Celloand Orches- withinthe piece were filled by light
tra Op. 22" and Beethoven's "Sym- tapping of the timpani.
The piece quickened franticall y
p hony No. 5 in C Minor, Op. 67" on
with the brass
October 28 in
holding a mighty
Lorimer Chapel.
common tone and
The Chapel
The
Orchestra
the
timpani
was packed full of
did
not
c
r
e
s
c
e
n
doing
the usual alumni,
with the strings.
students, and
disapp oint
The melod y becommunity memtheir audience ,
came almost frenbers. There were
zied , repeating
also a number of
major phrases to
families that chose
to attend the concert as part of escalate into a more powerful
Family Weekend. The Orchestra sound. The forte section came to
did not disappoint their audience. an abrupt stop and trailed off into
Dohnanyi's piece, composed a dialogue between the clarinet
for cello and orchestra, featured and horns. The cello continued
cellist George Sopkin as soloist. alone, with the flutes continuing
After intermission, the Orchestra the previous theme. Eventually the
performed all four movements of strings echoed the soloist in
Beethoven's most popular sym- arpeggiated falls, Here Sopkin
showed his expertise in the final ,
phony.
The "Konzerlstuc kfor 'Cello and extended cadenza. He returned to
Orchestra was composed in three the main theme with artfu l emmovements without a pause be- p hasis, with the violins following
tween the movements. The full a chromatic fall into the pieces suborchestra opened "Konzertstuck " dued conclusion.
After the intermission, the orwith the lower strings beginning
chestra
leapt ferociousl y into the
A
haunting
chord
inthe melod y.
troduced Sopkin and he found his familiar beginning of Beethoven's
way eloquently to the melody Fifth. The strings floated effortwhile being echoed by the strings. lessly into the piano segments of
Sopkin has been a member of the allegro con brio movement
the Chica go Symph ony Orches- before jumping back into the main
tra, the Fine Arte Quartet, and the theme. The staccato-like concluNew England ftiano Quartet. He* see ORCHESTRAon page 11 ;

BY LARRY BENESH AND
ANNA GOLDSMITH
Staff Writers

Toni ght is the last chance to
catch the photo show on display in
the Mary Low Coffeehouse. Sponsored by Colby 's Photo Club, the
show features 59 mostly black and
white photographs. Thirteen different student photographers contributed to the exhibit.
The exhibit has no specific
theme, so the work has a variety of
content. It is diverse and fascinating, and all done by Colby students. Contributors include Photo
Club President Scott Chandler '97,
Selby Conrad '99, Becky Lebowitz
'96, Walker Woods '96, Elizabeth
Train '97, Beth Traglia '97, Kristi
Jacobi '99, Sarah Collins '99, and
Michael Corr '98.
"Most people have anywhere
between two and seven photos in
the show," said Chandler.
The show is part of a continuing effort by the Photo Club to get
members involved with their work
and to display their art to the Colby
community.
"It was a big goal of ours this
semester to have a show," said
Chandler. "We want to show that
the Photo Club exists. We also want
to get people into the darkrooms."
According to Chandler, there
is a great deal of interest in photograph y on campus and darkroom use is up.
"We have five darkrooms on
campus and in previous years they
were not used. This year they have
been crowded ," said Chandler.
The Photo Club is one of the
best ways to learn about photograp hy at Colby. Except for two
January Plan classes, which are
d ifficult to get into, there are no
photo elates7offerecV at Colby.

Echo photo by Amy Rzeznikiewicz
A p h oto by Michelle Torrens '96 displayed at the Coffeehouse
at the photo show this week.
The club offers people the oppor- tive throughout the year.
"We hope to have another show
tunity to learn more about the art
of photograp hy, according to either late in this semester or next
semester. We are also hoping to
Chandler.
"Besides our basic printing and put out a publication similar to the
developing class, if people are in- Pequo d but with just p hotos from
terested in something and we have Colby students," said Chandler.
The exhibit in the Coffeehouse
the skills,we will give classes about
it," said Chandler. "The Student is open from 7 to 12 p.m. this
Activ ities of f ice has even contacted evening, The club also welcomes
us about the possibility of teach- al l newcomers and holds meetings
ing more classes during January ." every other Monday night a 17p.m.
* .y-.
'. . . Jhe\clubi ;hbp<?s7,tP:7te.wa'in' :afi- , , .'$»" th'e.Ehih^
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"Clockers "
explore s
inner city
BY MELISSA OUONNELL
AND EMILY HEISS
Contributing Writers

"dockers" is the exciting hew Spike
Lee film based on Richard Price's novel.
The film takes an innovative look at the
struggles of an African-Americanin inner city culture. The intense and graphic
opening scene suggests that "Clockers"
is yet another 90's movie of pure surface
violence/ guns and gore. However, the
film places a secondary importance on
graphic and visual violence. Instead it
focuses on the psychological aspects of
one individual's response to a life of
drugs and violence.
Mekhi Phifer stars in the role of
Strike, a low level drug dealer, or
"docker,"in the Brooklyn proj ects. Strike
contemplates murdering a rival dealer
in order to please his crack overlord,
Rodney (DelroyLindo). When the murder does take place,Strike'shardworking
and honest older brother confesses to
the crime.
Harvey Keitel plays the homicide detective Rocco who is investigating.
Rodney's death, and he is suspicious of
this confession. He searches to link Strike
with the murder,and he looks for underlying hierarchical drug influences.
Strike struggles with his own desires
and ambitions,and he faces the tensions
surrounding himjj comthe law^ of society and the laws that govern the streets.
The film provokes the viewer's emotions to echo Strike's feelings of confusion and helplessness.
Spike Lee and Martin Scorcese are
two of the most creative minds in cornSee CLOCKERS on p age 11
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BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Contributing Writer

: Reality is never clearly explained in "Six

Characters in Search of an Author," but that is
much of its subtle charm.
The play, directed by Visiting Guest Artist
Christina lovita, begins when a stage manager setting the stage for an ordinary rehearsal isjoined by her actors and her director
— an intolerant man with too much weight
on his shoulders.As the rehearsal progresses,
the audience is introduced to players who
think they are characters in life as well as the
stage.
These individuals come to the theater in
search of an author. They claim they were
created by an author, but that he stopped
before he put them in a finished play, and that
they were forced to live their lives as characters making up the rest of a play that they
should have been in. A conflict arises between the actual actors and director,who sees
these "characters" as being ju st out of their
heads. The real conflict is more based on
deciding whose reality is the real reality, or
rather if there even is any such thing as an
actual reality.
The play flowed with a great deal of energy. While some characters carried more
lines than others, most of the actors were on
stage for the majority of the production, and
everybody had the difficult challenge of remaining interesting and focused when not
speaking. The acting was crisp and nicely
executed.
Technically, the show was flawless. It utilized a minimalist setting and .an effective
lighting scheme.
Improvisationwas interwoven nicely with
the script. In her program notes, Ipvita wrote
that one of the main goals of the east was to
have "freedom though improvisation, but
not chaos and randomness."
. The distinction here is an important one,
as the play obviously had the pbtehtial to
drag un certain areas had there not been effec tive improv to keep the audience's attention.
The audience did remain interested. They
_____Wt__

__M ^____L

___H____L___Ptt__.

Adam Brown '96 and AprilA t
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were held both by an engaging cast and a play on the audience until the last 10or 15minutes
that forced the spectators to seriously think when the author's ideas begin to make sense.
Nevertheless; it is a brilliant play in a
and pay attention to every detail of the pernumber of ways, and deserves to be seen and
formance.
"
"Six Characters is a play with several lev- thought about. The Colby production took a
els of message and understanding. It is con- difficult piece and made it both entertaining
fusing at times, and much of the first act is lost and thought-provoking.Q
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Tickets on sale Nov. 4 at 10 a.m. ($20.00)

Nov. 2-4 at 6:30 and 9 p.m!
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Given Auditorium

Bowdoin

African-American Women's Film Festival
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Gallery talk by Donald Duncan, photographer

Nov . 4 -5 matinees at 12:40, 2:45, 4:50 p.m.
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The closet campaign

Wi&electioiroapproachingtalessihOT
axe in fuB swing.. Or, at least ihey should be. Signs have been-hung,
interviewshavebeen presented andheard and most peoplewhoare even
half awareof mepoliticalsceneknow^enamesof mecandidafcesaswell
as where each one stands on issuesrelevantto the campaign. *
Colby studentspride themselvesinbeingawaieofwhatishappening
in the world around them. Some even go so far as to become personally
involvedin govemmenttotryto makeadifference.It isimpressive to hear
about Colby students taking action to promote campaigns or become
candidates themselves. However, in some elections, especially smaller
town elections,names are everywherewhile actual platformsare few and
far between.
An example of thiskind of closetcandidacyisthat of NickWright'98,
whois hoping to become the fust Colby student elected to the Waterville
City Council Where are his signs? Why don't weknow wherehe stands
on any issues? It is impressive for Wright to be running for office as a
student howeverhe givesus no reason to votefor him,other than the fact
that he is a Colby student
Wright says that he is running because he wants to improve the
relationship between Colby and the city of Waterville. At the same time,
he wishesto remain neutral and nonpartisan by not voicing his opinions
concerning Waterville issues. What basis do wehave on whichto cast our
vote? It would be difficult to run for say,Presidentand keep youragenda
sosecret If Wright really wants to strengthen thisbond,it seemsalmost
hypocritical that he does not care enough to step forward and take a stand
on issues which affect Waterville residents. Perhaps he does not even
know what these issues are,in which case he is a poor candidate and
we question his motive for running.
Anyonecan get on aballoLIf Nick Wright wants to be taken seriously
as a candidatein this election,heneeds to makepublic what he intends to
do,and he had betterdo itsoon. We areadultsnow,andrespbnsible voters
do not chose their CityCouncilmen just because they live down the halL

Time for the Question

You see the stickers and signs all over campus:"Vote No on One,
and "Maine Won't Discriminate."Bands of organizers are encouraging students to register to vote in Maine in an attempt to defeat the
Question One referendum which,if passed,would limit the rights of
thousands of people in the state of Maine.
Here on campus, there seems to be such overwhelmingsupport to
defeat the referendum that one might assume this trend exists in the
Waterville community and the state as well. After all, how many people
have you seen passing out "Vote Yes on One"stickers?
Occasionally we are reminded of the differences between the
Colby campus and the rest of Maine; this referendum is a perfect
example. The fact that we are supposed ly well-educated is not the
difference. Our campus is liberally dominated. Maine has traditionally been a conservative state. Polls show that the rest of the state is
split evenly on the issue. The supporters of the referendum are also
well-educated, and believe homosexuality goes against traditional
family values. Do not think for a minute they do not have ample
support in Maine to pass the referendum.
For those who are opposed to Question One and feel strongly about
defeating it vote.If you have not registered,do so.It would be a shame if
thereferendumpassedsimplybecausepeoplewhowereopposedthought
it would easily defeated without their votes.
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by tlie students of Colby College on
Thursday of each week the College is in session.
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate
community, Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters are due by 8 p.m. Monday (or publication the same week. Letters
should be typed and must be signed and include an addressorphone number, If possible,
please also submit letterson n 3.5 inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word format. You may
also submit letters via e-mail to "echo@colby.edu".
The Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.
The editorials, above, arc the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not the Echo.
The Echo will make every effort possible to prevent inaccuracy, but will not be held
responsible for errors in advertisements or articles.
For information on advertising rates, publication dates, or to contact us about
submitting an article, please call (207) 872-3349 (x3349 on campus).
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Colby students are among the
luckiest college students in the nation—I know thatbecause I didn't
use to be one. Having just transferred from Tufts University, I can
offer a unique perspective on
Colby's community. I hope that
my experience at Tufts will serve
as a compelling argument for preserving Colby 's best attributes.
While at Tufts, I was discouraged by the angry and thoughtless
student body. Tufts students live
in a world of little accountability.
Their actions go largely unchecked
because of the quantity of students
and difficulty of identif ying culprits. By hiding behind a veil of
anonymity,they could violate others' trust without penalty and set
the precedent for a school wrought
with theft, vandalism and fear.
I found this lif estyle distracting and threatening, and hoped I
would find Colby a more comfortable environment in which to live
and study. Colby has turned out
to be everything it promised. While
the Tufts campus was unkind to
the newcomer, he or she is weir
corned here. At Tufts, a student is
recognized for his or her sport,
club,fraternity or sorority—Colby
students acknowledge a unity and
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night before so we won't have to
wake up to a messy campus. This
might indicate that it's not the student bod y, but Colby staff , that
preserves our image.
When I think about what ingredients make a community, it's
not just a matter of holding doors
for people or smiling for the tours
when they walk through the library; someone who does these
When you witness
things during the daylight hours
but
knocks over signs and smashes
any activit y that you
beer bottles at night belittles the
would not feel
notions of community he or she
comfortable living
perpetuated hours earlier .
In short, my experiences have
with on a regular
shown me that accountability is
basis , stop it while
crucial to a community; becomyou still can.
ing desensitized to small and large
offenses is the first step to allowFor example,following George ing them to become commonClinton 's visit, drunk conceit- place. When you witness any acgoers intentionally toppled a tivity that you would not feel comhandicapped parking sign behind fortable living with on a regular
Chaplin. While this may seem in- basis, stop it while you still can.
consequential, dismissing it as Other schools must live with a
trivial indicates that we will toler- low standard of accountability beate "a little" vandalism on cam- cause their students accepted mediocrity, Colby students do not
pus.
Most might be unaware that and live in a community well
PPD circulates the campus at worth preserving.
dawn,picking up abandoned beer
Rush Hambleton '97
bottles and other evidence of the
pride for their institution, not their
particular faction.
Colby truly is a community that
we should be proud of, but its
benefits are neither guaranteed nor
free. It's not the Princeton Review's
assessment that makes the school
"happy."It is our actions,particularly the little things,that perpetuate or jeopardize a community.

Your vote does make a difference
It wasnicetoread in the Colby Echo
(Oct 19) the announcement of Nick
Wright for Waterville City Council
and the articleby MikeTruman about
the Democrats'movetoward success.
As the Republican candidate opposing Mr. Wright, I spoke to a

group of youngRepublicans on cam- an absentee ballot in your own home
pus last week and was impressed town.Youmenhavetheopportunityto
with their knowledge, enthusiasm voice your vote on local issues.
and good advice.
Your vote does make a differAlthough Mr. Wright or I would ence so please do so.
appreciateyourvotefbrCityCouncil in
Waterville,you may wishtovoteusing
Bnice D. Olsen

The a la carte educatio n revolution
Dean McArthur is indeed a visionary. The initiation of ana la carte
approach to a Colby education in the
spirit of his Oct. 19 Echo contribution
will most likely catapult Colby to the
top of its league. Within a few short
years the decision to charge Colby
students $1,000 a term to study
abroad will be fully recognized as
the shining example of small school
innovation it represents.
McArthur's premise is clear: the
I
costs of individual Colby programs
I should be borne by those who use
them. The costs of maintaining the
Office of Off-Campus Stud y should
be funded by fees charged to those

students who do indeed stud y
abroad. To extend the premise,
music practice facilities should be
fully funded by campus musicians,
visiting lecturers by those who attend the lectures. Collect admission
and allow the Spotlight Lecture Series to stand on its own two feet,
privatize Career Services.
Skeptics be shamed, the rationale behind the "if-you-build-it—
they-will-come"Venda Plus installation has been realized. Access to
the Colby libraries,Writers' Center,
Alfond Athletic Center and Computer Services would become as easy
as a swipe of a Venda Plus card. The

cover of Business Week awaits.
The question is not whether the
benefits of the Off-Campus Stud y
Office accrue only to those 60 percent of Colby students who study
abroad,for as McArtrjur argues,this
is the case. Instead the question is
whether the services of the office
are worth $1,000 a pop. 'If indeed
they are, then there should be no
problem letting the Office of OffCampus Study compete with its alternative: a $16.95 copy of Petersons
Guide to Study Abroad and a telephone.
Aran Ryan '96

The Echo encoura ges letters froin its readers ,
especially those within the immediate
communit y. Letters must pertain to a curr ent
issue or topic concerning Colby. Letters should
not exceed 400 wor ds and are due by 8 pari.
Monday for publicati on the same week. Letters
should be typed and must be signed and include
an address or phone number.
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our education
BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
Opinions Editor

With the campus flooded with
parentsthisweekend,Ihadtheopportunity to observe Family Weekend at
Colby in allits glory.AsI watched kids
roaming the campus in the pouring
raintryingtogivetheir folks anideaof
what life is like here at Camp Colby,I
thought that never again will life be
this easy for any of us campers.On the
heels of that thought, however, came
the thought that never again will it be
as easy tomakeit in the world as it was
for our parents' generation.
Firet,examineallit takesto getajob
in the working
world today.When
ourparentsentered
the job market, it
was not uncommon to seek jobs
other than vocational and skilled
labor without a college degree. There
arealot of Colby students whocansay
that their parents either didn't attend
collegeor were oneof the first in their
family to do so. Now many companieswillnotlookataanapplicantwho
holdsonlyahigh schooldiploma.Not
only that,but it vsbecomingmoreand
more difficult to get comparable jobs
to our parents early career jobs without doing graduatework. Collegeis to
graduate work these days what high
school was to collegea generation ago.
On top of the growingdemand for
graduate work as a prerequisite for a
decentjob,it is becoming increasingly
difficult to pay for college. Parents
laborforyearstoeamlessthanhalfthe
money it takes to get a public university degree, let alone Colby prices.At
the same timematcollegesarecutting
budgets,reducingavailableprograms,
freezing hiring and diminishing resources for students, they are raising
prices,placing higher demands on already overworked faculty, and requiring a higher quality of research and
scholarship of both faculty and students.
HereatColbywearelucky andwe
know it. Even those of us who will be
paying loans off for the next 40 years
— and that isnojokewhenyou add in

graduate schoolcosts—-knowthatwe
haveit better thanthenext generation
of collegestudents. Wemay be able to
feel a small sense of relief at that, but
what is it going to take to send our
children * to college when the time
comes? Even if Colby only increased
its tuitionby 3percent everyyear,the
total would grow to over$47,000in 20
years. From today's tuition that is an
increase of over 85 percent. This is
about right when you compare the
costs of a collegeeducation in 1965 to
onein 1995,howeverthefutureseems
bleak for those of us whohope to give
our children the same opportunities
that we were able to have.
If we as college
students aren't
worriednowabout
the economicdifficulties looming
ahead for future
college hopefuls,
then we ought to
beworriedaboutgraduateschoolcosfcs.
Perhapswe had our parents tohelpus
through college, but many of us will
haveto foot the bill when it comesto
graduate school. The approximate
tuition of a two-year graduate program in business is $30,000. And you
thought nothing was more expensive
than Colby.
Academicelitismcan and must be
maintained in order for institutions to
progress. However, there is a huge
dif ferencebetween academicand economic elitism. The day is not far away
when only the rich will be able to
afford college, and only the brightest
offheeconomically disadvantaged will
have the opportunity to attend college. It is essential as students at an
institution of higher learning that we
fight to at least maintain academic aid
ratherthancuttingit.Ifwedonot,then
we are condoning a form of elitism
that is against ihe principles of educationinthefirstplaoe.Educationshould
not be a commodity. You cannot buy
and sell ideas, but if we continue to
allowcollegetobeless accessible tothe
economically disadvantaged, we are
making a commodityoftheeducation
that we are no more entitled to than
anyone else. We are just the lucky
onesD

The trend of misinformation
BY MIKE TRUMAN
Staff Writer

A common way to spread information at Colby is to use table tents
— the little cards found between the
salt and pepper shakers. While a
good portion of these are just advertisements for Stu-A, Spotlight Lectures or some Career Services event,
some campus organizations have
turned to these cards as a way of
spreading their message to the student body. Some are very informative, but others are equally
misinformative, and there's where
the trouble lies.
The most notorious card this
year was brought to my attention
recently. I reproduce it here for you
now:
Alcohol Awareness Week (October
16-22) wants you to know that:
48.3% OF ALL COLBY STUDENT S BELIEVE THAT ONENIGHT STANDS AFTER DRINKING ARE ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR.
reverse side,
however...
75.4% OF ALL STUDENTS AT

Misinformation
does not necessaril y
mean lying, but a
twisting of fact or a
manipulation of
data

COLBYTHINKOTHERSTUDENTS
BELIEVE THAT ONE-NIGHT
STANDS AFTER DRINKING ARE
ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR.
This is pluralistic ignorance.
That is the complete card; I have
left nothing out. It is one prime example of a trend that is sweeping
the nation, the misinformation
trend.Misinformation does not necessarily mean lying, but a twisting
of fact or a manipulation of data to
serve one's purposes. Misinformation can present itself in the form of
irrelevance with its intent only to
confuse, as unsubstantiated, or by
conveniently forgetting other facts
that would hurt or destroy its argument.
This card illustrates three forms
of misinformation. The first is a question of accountability. Who sponsored this card? An individual? A

group? Who? The only sponsor appears to be the.entity known as "Alcohol Awareness Week." I don't
believe such entities have the physical abilities to walk into Eustis and
get 100 or so cards made up. Since
no group claims responsibility, the
card's credibility is damaged. No
one is willing toback it up with their
name, so how reliable can it be?
Secondly, the card refers to a
poll of all Colby students. Which
poll? How many people were
polled? Who did the polling and
when?I don't recall ever being asked
howI felt about one-night stands, in
fact no one I've talked to recalls this
poll. Since we haven't been asked,
how can this poll include all Colby
students? For all anyone knows,this
poll was conducted among 1200 students or 12 students, in 1994 or in
1990. The data is unsubstantiated,
so what does it truly represent?
The third problem is the phrasing of the second question in this
mystery poll. Jud ging by the form
of the response, it was most probably phrased, "Do you think that
otherstudentsbelievethatone-night
see INFORMATIONon pag e 10

What' s your favorite bum per sticker?
Doug Schultz '97
"Newter Gingrich, cause we
certainly don't need more of him
around."

Angel Coyne '96

"Kickass mules! Hee-haw!"

Will Sandalls '96
"Don't knock it til you try it."

Tracey Keefe '98
"M y kid beat up your honor student - That' s my favorite one."

Jen Robbins '97
"Mea n People Suck - That's my
favorite one."
Echo photos by Merritl Duff
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Be aware of your conformity
BY KELSEY MILLER
Staff Writer •

In the past few weeks a wave of
politicalawarenesshassweptthecampus and the cry of "No on One!" has
been taken up. It has been wonderful
to see such activism on a campus as
isolated as Colby. However, some of
the tide is carrying people on the
strength of popular opinion, and not
on the strength of the issue.
It becomes very easy for people to
adopt the slogan for this upcoming
referendum. After all, how. many
people on this campus could possibly
think that this proposal would be a
good thingfor Maine? Itseems clearly
an issue of ignorance and closedmindedness.Yet,thereveryobviously
are people who favor it, enough
people even to make this a close vote.
But who, especially on this campus,
would actually come out and say that
they support Question One? Would
anyone actually be willing to subject
themselves to the public derision of
admitting they do not support equal

nghts? Or,inthe morelikely scenario,
would someone deny their position
(even if it be a strong one) for the sake
of appearances?
This seems to be a drastic argument when applied to such a clear
issue as Question One, when there is
little argument to be made against
equal rights.However,thereare many
other issues, each important and
multi-faceted in their own right, that
can be glossed over by public opinion. For example, how many times
have commentsbeen tossed out about
that "horrible Christian Coalition"to
someone who may very well be a
practicing and devout Christian? Or
a remarjk . made,about gun control to
an avid hunter? What about the declarations about "radical pro-lifers"to
someone who may not support abortion?
At the very least, everyone deals
on a daily basis withbumper stickers,
T-shirts,and pins that may go against
their moral beliefs. This is certainly
not to say that these things should be
outlawed,or that expressions of opin-

ion banned in any way. But people
needto remind themselvesthat there
are other sides of an argument out
there, and that other people believe
just asstrongly in their cause,whether
out of informed conscientiousness or
blatant disregard.
College students are supposed to
think differently and view issues
uniquely. We have to remember that
and encourage it, even while struggling to persuade others to join our
fight. Everyone should make their
own decision based on their own values, and that decision, while not
agreed with, should at least be respected for its own merit. Not everyone who will vote "yes"is an ignoramus, not everyone who is pro-life
kills doctors, and not all hunters are
responsible for the merciless slaughter of animals. Before we sweep everyoneup in the tides of our opinions,
let us remember that otherpeople are
completely capable of forming their
own conclusion. We should respect
that,and cherish it. It is why we came
to college in the first place.Q

Alcohol policymiiist
mi

keep parties on campus
BY TED KEYSOR
Contributing Writer

The administration has been
flooding the student body with
excuses as to why it isbad to drink,
how responsibility must be
learned and how they have our
best interest in mind. All these
excuses do, however, is cover up
the fact that the administration
wants Colby to become a dry campus. The Dean of Students Office
has denied this allegation over
and over, but with each new year
there is always a new alcohol
policy on the table and some new
excuse why the old one needs to
be changed.
This year,the trustees have created a special commission to determine whether or not the policy
should be changed and the extent
to which it should be changed , if
at all. The fact is that this committee of 24 contains only four students to represent all 1,750 of us.
This ratio doesn't seem fair. Even
if all four students were opposed
to a new policy, their opinions
would probably notearry enough
weight to do anything.
There is no obvious solution to
the debate over the alcohol policy.
Over the past three years the number of spontaneous parties, per,,
year has been cut in half. You can
verif y this fact by walking down
Frat Row on a Friday or Saturday
night. People are partying less on
campus because the administration has implemented so many
restrictions on the use of alcohol.
As if the cancellation of deliveries
and the two-keg limit weren t
enough, this year you cannot serve
beer past midnight or have beer
delivered after 11:30 p.m. and in
order to host a party, 21-yearolds must attend informational
meetings.
All these restrictions do is
cause students who enjoy drink-

Spanish 125 — prerequi site: fluency
BY DAN MACCARONE
Staff Writer

1

How many of you out there in Muleland have
ever taken a foreign language class numbered 125?
Well, neither have I, but a lot of students out there
have, and apparently it's not all it's cracked up to
be. After the horror stories that I've heard, I'm glad
Ididn 'tbotherto learnanewlanguageandjusttook
Spanish 127 during my freshman year.
There is a big problem these days with the
introductory languageclasses.Apparently-and they
don't tell you this in the course guide-you already
have to speak a language fluently before you can
take any classes in it. I was shocked when I found
this out, but it's true. How else can you explain
walking into a French 125 class, psyched to learn
the language that gave birth to such wonders as
your favorite way to kiss, and having the teacher
strut in and rattle off a stream of gibberish? It is
probably some lame Jerry Lewis joke that you
wouldn't get even if you did understand the language. Do these professors actually expect us to
have spent the bet ter par t of our lives in foreign
countries learning the many languages of Europe

instead of attending what I like to refer to as high
school?
If I had taken French 125 my'freshmanyear,
I probably would have only caught words like
"croissant," "Napoleon," "oui," and "menagea-trofs." Not bad for three months of class; is it?
Maybe if I took 126 1could become fluen t.
Think back to your freshman year (or, if this
iy your fi rst year, back to about a month and a
half ago), when you first walked into your
respective language classes:was it enjoyable for
you to sit there staring blankly at the professor
for 50 minutes while he or she gave you your
syllabus for the next three months in another
language? Did the thought run through your
mind that this professor may not even be speaking the language that you were supposed to be
taking? You wouldn't have known.
What if 1 wanted to learn a new language?
This whole fluency in the introductory classes
really puts a damper on that idea. It seriously
turns people away from delving into a new
language, wh ich is a little counterproductive i f
the language requirement was designed so that
we could all become bilingual.
Maybe this whole outlook on the situation is

unfair, though. Let's look at this from the perspective of a professor. If you lv£fe tfeacl-ungan
entry-level course, and had first picked up the
language by spending five months in a foreign
country without hearing any English, then
maybe you would try the same techniquewitlj
yourstudents.Of course, wearenotin a foreign
country, and we do hear English in our other
classes, so I guess that doesi 1't work out so well.
Darn.
Should we make the 125classes easier? Well,
not necessarily easier, but maybe teaching us
thelanguagebeforebombarding us with whole
paragraphs of it might help a bit.Or maybe even
letting us know that taking an entry-level class
really means reviewing everything we learned
about the language as we grew up in Germany,
even if we didn't grow up there (which most of
us didn't).
For now, though, we all have to suffer
through the horrors of complex sentencestructur e w it h vocabul ary words that we haven 't
lea rned yet, in a language tha t we've never
heard before. Maybe I'll take an entry-level
Russian course next semester. I'm sure it will be
a hoot.Q

ing alcohol and want to party to
either stay in their rooms or go
off-campus, where they can drink
as much as they want. Not only
does this separate the community
that Colby talks about so much,
but it also indirectly causes students to abuse alcohol because of
its prohibited status. Two weeks
ago, when George Clinton and
the P-Funk All-Stars performed
here, perhaps the biggest drinking night this year, the Jitney was
not running. So those people at
off-campus parties had to either
call cabs — which don't always
come — or find another ride. Too
many times the driver of the ride
home was drunk. While this is a
stupid thing to do, it happens,
and because the social life is moving away from campus it s going
to happen a lot more in the future
unless the administration does
something about it.
Maybe if the administration
lightened up its party restrictions
and tried to keep students on campus, people would have more parties that more people would goto
because they could really get their
money's wotflvinstead of one or
two beers for three bucks.-This
would eliminate drinking and
driving, bring the campus together,and'allow.people who like
alcohol to learn how to use it in a
safe environment.
The Commons system and all
its attempts to create a community
have failed. The campus is no more
a community than when fraternities were here. There needs to be a
serious evaluation of the social life
at Colby. It is moving further and
further underground each year because of the administration's tunnel-vision attitude toward students
who drink. Hopefull y someone
over in Eustis or Lovejoy will open
their eyes and a real dialogue between students and the administration can begin.Q

INFORMATION,
continued fr omp ag e 9
stands after drinking are acceptable
behavior?" The answer is predetermined, because the question is bent
towards a "yes" answer. As long as
the people polled know one person
who thinks it is OK,.they 're obligated to answer "yes." The question does not ask for a majority; it
asks for just anyone, and it doesn't
even specify Colby students (not on
the card anyway, just "others"). So
what information are we really obtaining here?
The real shame of it all is that the
unknown group responsible for this
misinformation might have had a
very good point to make. If nearl y
half of Colby really thinks that onenight stands after drinking is all
right, then Colby has a very ser ious
social issue to address. Unfortun a tely, th ere is no way to conf irm
this. There is no point of reference
other than a lone piece of paper
with spilled mustard on it.Q

CONCERT, continued f r omp ag e 6

, continued frompage 16
F OOTBALL

also managed to divert the attention of the audience away from the
singers while he violently closed
the door and threatened people on
the patio. It was rude and inappropriatebehavior that lasted the duration of the concert.
The rest of the audience was
jammed up against each other trying to get a glimpse of the performers. Video games blared in thebackground, and pool balls were once
again a noise factor. Even the singing groups waiting outside were
distracting.While the Colbyettes finished their last song, the Colby
Eight's members were joking and

getting ready to go on outside. Since
the doors were open and some of
the listening crowd was outside,
many people heard a mix of the
Colbyettes' singing arid the Colby
Eight's banter.
With any luck, the punishing
crowd conditions will be avoided
for next year's performance. The
Chapel or the Page Commons
Room would certainly provide
more seating and better acoustic
conditions, and all of these groups
are capable of strong performances.
Unfortunately, in the nightmarish
Spa conditions, they were not at
their best.Q

sion of the first movement brought
it to a powerful, lively conclusion.
The second movement started
on a much more timid note. The
;
high point of the section proved to
be a royal-fedtmdihg^ Jbrass ;cdll-that
moved to the clarinet and the horn.
The strings took up a quiet melody
between the winds' lines. The conclusion of the movement led to a
mysterious low string echo of the
main theme.
The variations on this theme
were quite apparent through to the

end of the piece, with the orchestra
coming alive in the allegro series.
After extensive work on the theme,
the strings built to the familiar climax of the piece. A staccato string
line led intangibly once again into
the rhythmic beginning before
bouncing to the traditional sounding notes of the symphony's conclusion. The overflowing audience
at the Chapel came to its feet in
appreciation of the orchestra's admirable handling of the classic
theme.Q

ORCHESTRA, continued f r ompage 6

Echo file photo
Lawaun Curry '97 breaks through Amherst defense in a game earlier this season.
Linebacker Andy Drude '981£d
the team in tackles with 15, while
strong safety Tom Beedy '97 had
two interceptions. On 32attempts,
Bates managed only 45yards rushing for the entire game against the
powerful Colby defense.
"We never allowed them to
get into a rhythm," said Austin.
"Defensivel y, we overwhelmed
them. We really tightened up in
the red zone [20 yards from the
end zone]."
Tufts comes to town next
weekend for the Mules'last home
game of the season. For the 16

seniors on the squad, who have bined 89-13.
Tufts boasts the third leadcompiled a stellar 14-1 record at
home in the past four seasons, it ing rusher in NESCAC, Damon
will be the final time they play at Adams, and the fourth leading
passer as well, freshman quarSeaverns Field.
"That's always a moment of ex- terback Dan Morse. On defense,
citement and despair — a mixed the Jumbos will show an eight
man front which will require
blessing," said Austin.
Last year,Colby ran all over the the Mules' running game to be
Jumbos, amassing a 31-0 halftime sharp.
"[It] necessitates that our
lead en route to a 45-7 victory. The
Jumbos are currently 3-3 after win- blocking patterns and running
ning their first three games and games are really honed in,"said
losing every contest since. In loses Austin. "With an eight man front
to Trinity, Amherst and Williams, it can get sticky running the
Tufts has been outscored by a com- football. "Q

CLOCKERS, continued f r ompage 7
mercial film, and they combine for
some excellent cinematography in
"Clockers." There are some interesting flashback sequences,and a number of scenes involve characterswho
are not related to the plot but they
help further define the hold that
drugs and violence has on the setting.
After the first few minutes,

there is minimal violence in this
well acted picture. Another refreshing aspect is the lack of sex
scenes. It offers a realistic glimpse
of hope and escape from the fatal
realities of the inner city, and it is
from a perspective that is worth
watching. "Clockers " opens at
Railroad Square Cinema tomorrow. ?
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LORIMER CHAPEL,COLBY COLLEGE
THE CHOIR WILL BE

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

DENISE PARKHURST
THE FIRST REHEARSAL WILL
BE NOVEMBER 18, 1995
AT 10:00 A.M.

IN ROSE CHAPEL

(Beside Lorimer Chapel)
CALL 207-872-3565

TO SIGN UP
AND/OR FOR
MORE INFORMATION
Th e choir is made up of Colby students, local high school
students, factulty, staff and community.
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What makes baseball special
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

After a one year absence, the
World Series has graced us with its
presence once again.
For some, like myself, the strike
of a year ago is a distant memory.
WithmyhometownIndians tearing
through their opponents, my disgustandsenseofbetrayalfaded with
every win.
Others, however, have insisted
that they no longer follow the nationalpastimeTheyhavebeenhurt
They seek revenge in an odd way.
Instead of tuninginto theWorldSeries like most others, they channel
surf until they find a piece of real
entertainment Jhesea&Hebes
willnot
strikeand betraytheloyalfan.These
people deserve support. Instantly,
the ninth official fan of Canadian
League Footballis bom.
Those whogotachancetoseethe
Series witnessed not only speetacularbaseball (itwouldhavebeen that
much better had the Tribe come out
on top, of course) but the emergence
and recognition of playersbom outside of the United States. Between
the two teams, 15 players fit this
category—aWorld Series record
A majority ot the players were
from the Dominican Republic,with
several other Hispaniccountries rep-

resentedaswellWhenyoutakea step seenonbaseballteams.Footballand
backf itbecomesobviousthatthegame basketball both have good mix of
of baseball hasbecome a Utopian ver- African-Americansand Caucasians,
sion of ethnic diversity.
butthelistendsthere.Hockeyteams
Many Hispanics,African-Ameri- haveseen a dramatic increase in Eucans and Caucasians already com- ropean players, but the persons of
pete in professional baseball; and color playingthe NHL could easily
theanticipaiedarrivalofmoreAsians be counted on onehand.
in the years to come, due to the sucBaseball,due in largepart to the
cess of Hideo Nomoin Los Angeles, diversityof itsplayers
,hastheability
will only add to the diversity in the toreach a wide rangeof people The
game. With each ethnic group so millionaire tycoons who pay big
strong in number, it would be diffi- bucks for the ever-importantluxury
cult at this point to identify a distinct boxesmoteforCariosBaeiga,asdoes
minority.
the IG-year-old boy in Puerto Rico
Throughout the season, the Indi- whois starved for role models.
ans'clubhouse was one of the happiSeveral people don't take sports
estin ihegame(beingihebestteamin seriously,refusingtoacceptthatthese
baseball obviously had something to meregameshavea tremendousimdo with it). Flayers from all ethnic pacton societyhere and abroad Yetgroups interacted with one another, in how many other professions do
workingtogetheron the field to form you find such a wide rangeof ethnic
ionship- groups represented so evenly? How
theAmericanLeagueChamp
winningsquad.
manyof theseprofessionsare as visThis isn't to say that problems ible as baseball?
didn't exist I obviously don't know
The reasons for ethnic diversity
enough about the situations among in baseball is long and complicated,
individual players to assume every- butthesportshouldneverthelessbe
one was happy.But by following the supported due to thisrare characterteam closely and reading about the istic
clubhouse atmosphere in Cleveland,
If there is another strike, baseit seems that relations among ethnic ballwillstillbe followed religiously
groups inbaseball arebetterthanthey by millions in America and abroad,
are in many parts of the country.
even after taking into account the
As for other major sports, none hoards that naively becomefans of
come dose to achieving the diversity the CFLQ
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rain-drenched parents) the Mules
faced Bates, battling the Bobcats
to a 1-1 tie; As was the case in
their recent draw games 'against
Springfield and Gordon , the
Colby team controlled most of the
»
play in the game.
Colby maintained considerable offensive pressure, as the ball
remained in the Bates defensive
third for a good part of the game.
The Mules outshot the Bobcats
18-5 and finished with a 13-4 advantage in corner kicks as well.
"Ties are disappointing," said
Holsten. "The team realizes that
without these ties it could have
been a great season. It was a great
season, but it could have been a
grea t season. We are still in a
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Being a student is hard. So we've made buying a Macintosh*easy. So easy, in fact, that the
prices on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than their already low student prices,
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George Hamilton ('95) looking as good as ever!(!
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really good position
¦¦ ¦ ¦ for pbst-seasem play." - {- ; ' :--- - < ¦- ' ¦-• ;' • ¦ 7 f - • - With the win on Thursday and
the tie on Saturday;[ the Colby
squad raised its record to 8-3-3 to
conclude regular season competition.
The seedings for the ECAC
tournament were released Monday with Colby seeded second
behind Plymouth State. Following Colby are Brandeis,
Middlebury, Clark, Connecticut
College, Gordon and the University of Massachusetts.
Yesterday the Mules defeated
seventh seed Gordon 4-0 to advance to the semi-finals. Further information was unavailable at press
time.Q
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PoworBook* 3300/100
8MB RAM/500MBkrddrive,
PowerPC 603processor

Unfortunately, theywon't stay this low forever. So you need to forget about how hard your life Is for a
minute and start thinking about how easy it will be with a Macintosh.The com- i
j ^g»
puter that givesyou the power any student can use.The power to be your best! i\pP 16Wb,

For all your computing needs visit:
The Macintosh Off ice at the Colby Bookstore
or call 207/872-3336
*All systems are bundled with Microsoft Office !

Productprkts,productavailabilityand salestaxesmay vary.Offer expiresJanuary 15, 1996.<B>/PJ>5App leGotnfwter, hie.Ml rightsreserved.Apple, tbeApplelorn, Macintosh, MacintoshPerform,PotmBook,LasetWiterSelect,Color StyleVMterand "TU powerto btyourbat"
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• are misteredtrademarksof AppleComputer,Inc. RowerMacintoshandMacare trademarksof App leComputer,Inc.Can&SbopPlusisa rtglskridtrademarkof Mbtdsca All
to Individuals
withdisabilityR. learnmon(US only),
call 800-7764333orTDD 800-833-6223.

MEN 'S SOCCER, continued f r ompage 16
vtfith it being the seniors'last game,
Family Weekend, and with the CBB
Championship at stake, we were
really ready to play ;"
However,Mother N ature didn't
seem to want to cooperate for this
last game and left the teams with a
r ain-saturated field. The Mules
outplayed Bates in the sloppy quagmire,ending their season with a 4-2
victory.
The game started of f quickly for
both teams. Colby opened the scoring when Marc Small '96 put away
the rebound of a Dowlingshot. Bates
came back quickly, netting a goal a
minute later to even the score at
one.
Nevertheless, the Mules rattled
two
quick goals in a three minute
off
sp an th at effectivel y put a Bobcat
victory out of reach. Andy Young
*"

'98 scored off an assist by Powling
and Small added another goal off a
free kick. Colby's last bit of offense
came just before halftime when
Nazir Al-Bassam '97 added an unassisted goal.
Holding a 4-1 halftime lead,
Colby cou ld relax a little bit in the
second h alf as the rain continued
and the playing conditions worsened. The Bobcats did add a second goal midway through the half
to finish the scoring, but the sloppy
weather made it almost imp ossible
for either team to mount aggressi v e attac k s, accordin g t o
Serdjenian.
"It was great to finish the season
with two NESCAC wins and a great
way for the seniors to end their careers," said Serdjenian.
Small's two goals against Bates
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upped his season total to six. These
goals,along with four assists, make
him the Mules' leading scorer this
season. This feat is nothing new for
Small, who has lead the team in
scoring in each of his four years at
Colby, amassing a total of 35 goals
in his college career.
Colby may have finished the season with a sub-par 6-8 record, but
the team has bright hopes for the
future to bring back the winning
ways of the Colby soccer program,
according to Serdjenian.
"By the end of the year we had
eight first-yearstudents dressingfor
the varsity team, and the B team
also had an undefeated year," said
Serdjenian. "We'll miss the seniors
who are graduating but we definitely harve a strong nucleus of players returning."Q
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***FREE TRIPS <ft CASH*** Find out; fib*w hundreds of students are already eanunfFREE TRIPS
and LOTS OF CASH with America 's #1 Spring Break Company! Sell only 15 trips and travel
free !Choose Cancun, Bahamas , Mazatlan, or Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT .
TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK
SPRING BREAK- Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica from $299.00. Air, Hotel,
Transf ers , Par
ties, and More! Organize a small group and earn a FREE trip plus commissions! Call
1-800-822-0321.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students Needed! Fishing Industry, Earn up to $300O-$6OOO+ per
month. Room and Board! Transportation!Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call (206)5454155 extA50691

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to $2000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-

Tour companies. World Travel. Seasonal, & full-time employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C50691

TRAVEL
ABROADAND WORK - make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic conversational English
in Ja pan , Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching backround or Asian languages required. For information
call: (206) 632-1146 ext. J5069 1

FREE FINACIAL AID! Over $6 Billion in FREE financial aid is now available from private
sector grants & scholarships. All students are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parents
income Let us help. Call Student Financial Services:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F50691

WANTED!!! In di vidua ls , Studenet Organizations to Promote SPRING BREAK Earn MONEY

and FREE TRIPS... CALL INTER CAMPUS PROGRAMS http://www.icpt.com 1-800-327-6013

I

MAINE ARTISTS & CRAFTERS MALL. Route 201, Fairfield, Me. Retail outlet for over 200
Artisan Crafters, One of a kind gifts. Maine wool blankets, and much more!Open Mon.-Sat. 10r5
Sun. 11-5.
STUDY ABROAD IN SCOTLAND.. Includes innovative courses in Edinburgh and field studies
in the Highlands. Spaces available for Spring & Fall '96. Scholarships and internships. Paid campus
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Marc Small '96
Though the men's soccer team has struggled thro ugh a
sub-par year, the outstanding play of Small has
devastated Colby's oppo nents. In the team 's season finale
against Maine state rival Bates, Small registered two
goals to lead the squad to a 4-2 victory. Over the course of
the season Small has consistently found the back o f t h e
net, netting a total of six goals and contributing four
assists, making him the Mules ' leading scorer this season.
This is nothing new for Small , who has led the team in
scoring in each of his four seasons at Colby, amassing a
total of 35 goals.

THIS WEEK'S ALL-MULE SQUAD
JASON dpAK W

From his linebacker position, Jabar was nothing short of
a nightmare to the overmatched Bates Bobcats in the
football team 's 26-6 victory ' last Saturday. He ended the
game with 12 tackles, including f ive unassisted , two
interceptions , a sack and a f umble recovery in keeping
Bates to a pa ltry 45 yards rushin g.

L J Z F A G A 'N
OT

Despite running on an extremely muddy course, Fagan
still managed to place eighth overall for the women's cross
country team at the NESCAC Championships last
Saturday. The Mules f inished sixth, and Fagan was
named to the AlUNESCAC team f or her efforts.
RACHEL SIMSON *96
In the field hockey team 's final game against arch rival
Bates, Simson's stellar play in goal kept the score at 0-0
until the Mules' offense came up with two goals in the f inal
two minutes. Durin g the contest, Simson was challenged
with two penalt y shots, saving them both, a f eat which is
"unheard of according to Head Coach Heidi Godomsky.

WELCOME COLBY STUDENTS!!!
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BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

BY AMY MONTEMERLO

Crew invitational
postponed due to rain

Due to bad weather, the Colby Invitational was canceled this past
weekend. A make-up date has been scheduled for this Friday, Nov. 3.
Only the novice events will be held, according to Head Coach Don
Angus.
Next weekend,the team will have its two biggest races ofthe season,
both of which are held in Philadelphia. The Frostbite Regatta will be
held on Saturday, Nov. 11 and the Bill Braxton Regatta takes place the
following day.

Men's rugby ends fall
season with victory

Despite terrible weather and an extremely muddy playing field, the
men's rugby team beat the University of Maine at Farmington 15-0 in
the last scheduled game of the fall season.
"[The weather] sucked, but it was fun," said Conrad Saam '96. "It
was a big mud bath."
The two teams met in a scrimmage earlier in the fall,and Colby came
out on top in that contest as well. Saam said the Mules p layed better in
Saturday's game than in the previous scrimmage.
"Things came together; we were clearly the better team this time,"
said Saam.
Colby ended the season with a 2-3 record, and the team might still
play in the Sevens Tournament in two weeks, or in a "friendl y " match
against Bowdoin. While it was successful fall campaign, Saam said the
team could have done better.
"I think we are a lot better than our record indicates. I think we
definitely could have been 4-1," he said.

with a time of 29:19 while Smith
Staff Writer
placed 46th overall in 29:21.
One highlight of the meet was
the
performance of Josh Winkley
The Colby men's cross country
'99,who "had a great race,"accordteam was faced with wet, windy
ing to Wescott. Winkley finished
weather conditions at the NESCAC
fifth for the Mules and 55th overall
Championships at Connecticut Col"It'
s
the
lowest
with a time of 29:39.
lege in New London, Conn. Saturfinished
since
we
've
Adam Potter '96 and Wilson
disapwhich
contributed
to
a
day,
Everhart '99 rounded out the top
pointing finish for the Mules. The
1978."
seven
positions for the Mules. Potteam finished eighth out of the 11
Coach
Jim
-Head
ter finished 63rd overall with a time
teams competing.
Wescott
of 30:06. Everhart was right behind
Head Coach Jim Wescott said it
has been almost two two decades
Potter, finishing 64th and runninga
since the team has had such a p oor Fournier '98, who finished 32nd time of 30:07.
The Mules are looking to
showing. "It's the lowest we've fin- overall with a time of 28 minutes,58
ished since 1978, so it goes back seconds. Sam Harris '98 was close "bounce back" from this race and
behind Fournier, placing 34th over- qualif y for the NCAA Championquite a few years."
Finishing times for the men all in 29:02. Co-captains Chad Sisson ships, according to Wescott. A
tended . to be slower overall, given '96 and Kevin Smith '96 placed third strong finish at the New England
the conditions of the course. How- and fourth for the Mules, respec- Division III Championships could
ever, Wescott is optimistic about tively. Sisson finished 42nd overall enable them to do so.Q
the team s potential in the upcomingNew England DivisionIH.Championships, held on Nov. 1.1 at the
University of Southern Maine.
The Mules' top runner was Pat
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BY BOB ELLINGER

flat for the remainder of the game,
said Head Coach Heidi Godomsky.
"I think Bowdoin is a strong team,
ranked first or second in the ECAC,
and they had more to play for with
the upcoming playoffs; but we still
just didn't go out hard enough in
the second half."
In the game
against Bowdoin,
goal
keeper
Rachel Simson
'96 collected 17
saves to keep the
game
within
reach for the
Mules.
Despite the disappointing loss
to Bowdoin, the Mules still had one
final game left against Bates to end
the season on a high note.
The game was dominated by wet
field conditions which causes movement of the ball to be difficult, according to Godomsky. Due in part
to the poor conditions, neither team
scored in the first half.
Echo photo by Stephanie Crawford
"I think we totally dominated Captain Cindy Kelley '96 battles mud and Bates players f o r possession ofthe ball
the firsthalf but wejustcouldn'tput
the ball in the net,"said Godomsky. Dori Deis 96 with 1:45remaining m Thibodeau '99 and midfielder Godomsky now looks towards next
Though Bates played strongly the game. Just over a minute later Metcalfe helped in thwarting the year.
"Despite having a record of 5in the second half, the Mules re- the Mulesstruck again when DeLea Bates' attack, according to
9 at the end of this year, the team
sponded and the game remained scored on an assist from Geier.
Godomsky.
scoreless until the last two minutes
"Emotionally it was a great win gained a lot of experience," she
Playing well again for theMules
of the game, when the Mules' of- was Simson who stopped two pen- for the team," said Godomsky. "It said. "We have a strong nucleus
fense awoke, and netted two quick alty strokes/ a feat that is almost was a great way to end the seniors' of players returning and hopegoals.
"unheard of" for a keeper, accord- careers and a great way for th© sea- fully the mistakes we made this
year will be remembered next
son to end."
Jamie Geier '96 scored her first ing to Godomsky.
In addition sweeper Shelby
With this season complete year."Q
goal of the season on an assist from

Asst. Sports Editor

Strugg ling to a 4-8 record heading into last week'scompetition,the
field hockey team had an excellent
opportunity to vindicate a disappointing season m
its two games
against CBB rivals
and
Bowdoin
Bates.
H o we v e r ,
and
Bowdoin
Bates , who both
sported winning
records, provided
tough competition and the Mules
had to settle for split of the two
games,losing first to the Polar Bears
2-1 and then next beating the Bobcats convincingly 2-0.
Jumping out early against
Bowdoin,the Mules tallied a goal in
the first half when Betsy Metcalfe
'98 scored on an assist from Suzy
DeLea '96. This goal was the only
offense in the half as Colby held a 10 halftime lead.
However,the second half proved
to be a different story.
From the opening play of the
half, Bowdoin dominated. The Polar Bears netted a goal very early on
and then collected the game-winner with only 1:42 remaining in the
game.
"Bowdoin came out very strong
inthesecondhalf,andwejustplayed
H".
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Women's cross country battles rai n to
f inish sixth at NESCAC champ ionships
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BY JAKE GAUL
Staff Writer

THULE Roof rack systems. "Sweden's best ." sold here.
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Despite a difficult course and terribleweatherconditions,thewomen's
cross country team managed to finish
in the middle of the pack at the
NESCAC Championships last Saturday.
"The women's team really rose to
the occasion in light of the course
conditions," said Head Coach Deb
Aitken.
The meetwas run on Connecticut
College's home course, which was
the hardest course the team has run
on this year, according to Aitken. In
addition to a notoriously "up and
down," hilly course, the team had to
dealwithamonsoon-likestormwhich
dropped more than four inches of
rain Saturday afternoon.
Despite theadversity,Colby ended
up sixth out of the 12teamsin the race.
The rain and the mud made the
course so treacherous that at times
Aitken actually instructed.her runners towalkdownsomeofthesteeper
portions to prevent injuries. A few
runnerswereforced tocrawlup some
of the uphill portions of the course,
MIIMMWIIMIIIIHIIIMIIMIIMM
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walking portions of the course.
Theteam finished justafewpoints
behind rivals Bates and Tufts, who
finished fourth and fifth respectively.
The results would have been different if Hunt had been at her best, according to Aitken.
"If Heather Hunt didn't cramp
up, [Colby] would have definitely
beaten Tufts and probably Bates too,"
said Aitken.
Despite the setback, Aitken was
extremely pleased with her team's
performance. She said the runners
finishing second through fifth had
especially good races.
While the team will run a dual
meet against the Bowdoin this Friday, the Mules' next race of great
importance takes place in two weeks
at the Gorham Country Club in
Gorham, N.H., where the New England Division HI Championships will
be held.
To Aitken and the team,N.E. Div.
Ills represents one last chance to get
Colby 's top five runners to simultaneously run their best in a big meet. If
theMulescanachievethis, they could
reach the season-long goal of beating
the Bobcats.Q
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using both their hands and feet for
traction.
Co-captain Liz Fagan '97 finished
first for Colby and eighth out of 120
overall runners with a time of 20 minutes, 29 seconds. Fagan ran with the
lead pack nearly the entire race and
her eighth-place finish earned her a
spot on the All-NESCACteam,which
included the top 14 runners in the
meet.
Sarah Nadeau '99 finished second
for the Mules and 27th overall.
Nadeau came in less than one minute
behind Fagan, finishing the 3.1 mile
course in 21:17.
Running third for Colby was
sophomore Farrell Burns who came
in 33rd overall in 21:24. Amy
Montemerlo '99 finished fourth for
the team and placed 35th overall. She
fin ished only seconds behind Burns
with a time of 21:27.
Chris Kennedy '98 came in fifth
for the Mules and 53rd overall,finishing in 22:10.
Unfortunately for the team, senior co-captain Heather Hunt experienced severe stomach cramps midway through the race and was forced
to slow down considerabl y, even
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Field Hockey
etids season
with win. See
page 15.

Once again, Colby
bett er than Bobcat s -I^^^
SHI^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

The t-shirts can be seen on any
given day here at Colby. Colby,
Bates, Bowdoin. The good, the bad,
the ugly. Judging from the Mules'
26-6 thrashing of the Bobcats last
Saturday, it became evident that at
least the first two statements on the
shirt are true.
For the second week in a row,
driving rain persisted for the
entire
team's
game. As in the
loss to Hamilton a
week ago, the rain
caused several
turnovers which had a tremendous
impact on the outcome of the game.
Colby forced six turnovers while
Bates had four takeaways of its own.
The Mules wasted no time getting into the end zone. Only three
plays into the opening drive,tailback
Lawaun Curry '97 dashed 37 yards
for a touchdown.
After back and forth play for the
majority of the half, Curry scored
again on a five-yard run to bring the
halftime score to 13-0.Brett Nardini
'96 had two consecutive receptions
of 26 and 18 yards to help set up the
touchdown.
"I was [pleased] that we came
out and established ourselves early,"
said Head Coach Tom Austin.
The Mules recovered a Bates
fumble early in the third quarter to
set up their third score, a one-yard
run by fullback Brad Smith '96. On
the next possession, Curry scored

his third touchdown of the afternoon on a 52-yard pass from quarterback P.J . Matson '97. With 9:10
remaining in the third, the game
was all but over with Colby out in
front 26-0.
"We got a chance to play some of
our younger kids, that really responded well," said Austin. Linebacker Aaron Whitmore '99 and
defensive back David Nasse '99 each
played well, according to Austin.
Several players had standout
performances in
thegame,someof
which can not be
seen through statistics alone.
"Our offensive line blocked extremely well,"said Austin. "No one
was even close to sacking our quarterback."
With time to throw the ball,
Matson was solid considering the
poor conditions. He was 10 of 19 for
154 yards, one touchdown and one
interception. The line opened holes
for the Mules'running backs as well.
Colby had 195 yards on the ground,
with Curry and Smith making the
biggest contributions with 119 and
43 yards, respectively.
On the other side of the ball,
several of the Mules' defensive
standouts had career days. Linebacker Jason Jabar '96 had a "monster day," according to Austin. He
was second on the team with 12
tackles, intercepted two passes and
also picked up a sack and a fumble
recovery.
see FOOTBALLon page 11

BY PETER FE1MLY
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The women's soccer team
ended its regular season last
weekend with a decisive win, a
frustrating tie and four division
records. Moraleishigh as the team
focuses its attention on post-season play.
During their spectacular season,the Mules nearly rewrote the
division record book. They broke
the record for the fewest number
of losses in a season (three), the
fewest number of goals allowed
(11), the most shutout victories
(seven) and the most goals scored
(40).The team now hopes to continue its success by scoring quite
a few more goals in the "ECAC
tournament, according to Head
Coach Jen Holsten.
In their second-to-last home
game of the season the Mules
showed justhow capable they are
of dominating a team by thrashing Thomas, 7-0.
From the outset, Colby controlled the game. The play was so
lopsided in the first half that
Colby did not play its starters in
the second half.
"This was a great game for us
because we got everyone into the
game. Our reserves were in the
entire second half/' said Holsten.
In addition,four members of
the women's B squad saw quite a
bit of playing time for the Mules.
Kim Waldron'99 certainl y had
a game to remember, leading the

Echo p hoto by Gretchen Rice
Katha rine Graham '96 and trainer Heather Vonasek cheer
on the Mu les in Saturday 's game against Bates.
team with a hat trick. Following '97 and Sarah Eustis '96.
Waldron in the scoring column
The offensive and defensive
were Kara Marchant '97 with two units worked together not only to
goals and one assist, Karen Hoppe register 35 shots on the Thomas
'97 with two goals and Shannon goal but also to allow only one
Tracy '97 with a goal and an assist Thomas shot on the Colby net
Assists were also collected by
On Saturday,in front of many
Kristina Stahl '99, Cathy Neuger see SOCCER on p age12

Mules rally to beat CBB rivals Bates and Bowdoin
BY BOB ELLINGER
Asst. Sports Editor

Bittersweet success.
That was how the final week of the season went for the
men's soccer team.
After struggling through a disappointing season, ending
up on the losing end of many close games, the team finally
strung two quality games together, defeating skillful Maine
rivals Bowdoin and Bates.
Last Wednesday the Bowdoin Polar Bears came to Mayflower Hill for a hotl y contested match.
"It was a typical Bowdoin-Colby game because it was so
hard-fough t,"said Head Coach Mark Serdjenian. "I w oul dn 't
say that the game itself was beautifull y played, but that was
probabl y due to the intensity of the rivalry."
The play was very evenly matched through much of the
first half. Though both teams had scoring chances, the
scoreboard remained blank until 13 minutes to go in the
second half when the Mules broke the scoreless tie. After
trapp ing the ball off his chest, Ben Watterhouse '99 left the ball
for an attacking Brian Dowling '97, who rocketed a sh ot past
the Bowdoin keeper.
Dowli ng 's goal proved to be the only one of the game as
the Mules sent the Polar Bears away with a 1-0 defeat.
Following the victory, the Mules fo cused their att ent ion
on Bates, in a match that had more riding on it than just Maine
state bragging rights.
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"We knew that we could play with Bates,because Bowdoin
Echo photo by J ennifer Atxvood had beat them earlier in the season/' said Serdjenian. "But
Andy Young 9
' 8 keeps control ofthe ball despite slippery conditions In the gam e against Bates,
see MEN'S SOCCER on page 13

